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Linda Gallery is proud to present the new exhibition of Jiang Shuo and Wu Shaoxiang's
recent works “Temptation of Fruitless Flower”. This is the first duo-exhibition since
inauguration of the new Linda Gallery space in 2019. It will take the opportunity to revisit
and open up a new art journey for the gallery. The exhibition will focus particularly on the
both artists’ new works from the past three years, demonstrating the artists’ latest practices
in sculptural language. The exhibition will feature more than 20 pieces of comprehensive
material sculptures and paintings by Wu Shaoxiang. Jiang Shuo has over 10 bronze
sculptures. The exhibition will open on April 28 2019 at 16:00, it will continue until May 28
2019.

Wu and Jiang believe that the trees and flowers of the world, in addition to produce
fascination, bear fruits for sowing. But there are always some others that bloom and bear
no fruits, spending seasons under the summer heat and freezing winter, in order to have a
fleeting moment to blossom and show its appearance, colour and fragrance in a blink of
eye. The artists' life is like this fruitless flower. Despite the limited practical value in art,
artistic creation is one kind of individual spiritual sustenance and expression. Their working
process are fruitless, yet their value (if there are any, it is additional) are Flowers! Although
the vast majority of others pursues flowering and are more eager to achieve results, to be
fruitful! Our society has formed a habitual expectation of flowering results. For decades,
Wu and Jiang’s art have been tempted by this "fruitless flower" and they can't extricate
themselves: brewing, sprouting, forming, blooming. Yet the process in creating art itself is
so fascinating, they have been obsessed with flowering process without seeking results.
The works of this exhibition are the presentation of their current state.

Wu Shaoxiang (b.1957) is a veteran of Chinese contemporary art scene, well recognized in
the 80s "modern art" period. Wu is the pioneer of Chinese contemporary sculpture, his
"Coining" series are popular in the 90s around the world. Jiang Shuo (b.1958) is
recognized in the 80s as well, her unique style of bronze sculpture wins a great reputation
and are world renowned in the late 90s. Their work is in touch with real humanity, an
insight into the hypocritical culture while focusings on the revival of humanity through art.
They have a large number of creations with a sense of humor, which strongly impacted the
conservative cultural taboos and left deep scars in that era.

* Since 2007, Linda Gallery has been located in 798 art district for more than 12 years and has been actively
involved in the process of development of Chinese contemporary art. At the opening of the exhibition, we
sincerely thank all the Linda Gallery artists for working together for these 12 years. We also thank all the support
and assistance from our collectors, curators and media partners, as well as all the art friends around the world.
We look forward to your presence in our gallery!
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